
With Epista, you can:

Be confident you have the multidisciplinary 
expertise you need to succeed:
Get the right person who understands 
requirements, markets, and the impact on the 
different areas of your business - from artwork to 
IT, legal, supply chain, QA, regulatory, and more.

Increase efficiency by outsourcing uneven tasks 
and workflow:
You will have a trusted partner to handle the peaks 
instead of internal resources scrambling to fulfill 
tasks.

Rest assured there is always someone to provide 
support: 
System administration and support gives you 
quick reaction time to any potential issues.

Get in touch to learn how Epista can provide a 
flexible and available expert team to ensure you 
continuously improve and are always compliant.

epista.com | +45 4825 4500 | info@epista.com

Epista is proud to be a certified Tracelink 
Administrator. Our certified Tracelink consultants 
helps you operate your entire Tracelink platform, 
covering EU FMD, US DSCSA, and other Tracelink 
modules.

Solution
Our expert team monitors the many business 
areas and domains impacted by serialization. We 
get you up and running, assess the impact when 
you scale into new markets, and can help you add 
any new partners. We also ensure you stay on top 
of any challenges caused by Tracelink’s several 
yearly releases. There is no need for you to invest 
internal resources because Epista is there putting 
the effort into release management for you.

Considerations
You have implemented Tracelink, but are you 
stuggling to manage it? Epista’s Managed 
Operations can help by providing deep 
serialization expertise from many companies in 
many markets. Our expert team focuses on 
helping align your Tracelink platform with your 
business needs - efficiently and in compliance, all 
while scaling as you grow. 

Managed Operations includes:

Tracelink Managed Operations align your platform with your 
business needs.

Tracelink Managed Operations

Continuously improving,
always compliant
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